Campus Staff Evaluations extends the power of Infinite Campus student information system (SIS) customers by providing additional tools for staff performance including evaluation templates, defining rating scales and the ability to upload supporting documentation. It evaluates all staff members using an integrated and streamlined process.

To assist in expediting the setup process Campus Staff Evaluations now allows the import of the Danielson FFT (Framework for Teaching) to automatically bring in the full rubric complete with Domains, Components, Elements and Rating Scales that can be added to evaluation templates.

Benefits
Campus Staff Evaluations works with Campus Census and Human Resources (HR) tools to provide efficiencies to school administrators in the teacher evaluation process.

Staff evaluations are essential to ensuring that all students have access to effective teachers and schools so that they achieve their highest potential.

• Available as a Premium Product to SIS customers (HR not required)
• Included in HR suite (no additional cost)

Key Functionality
• Ability to upload attachments (documents, images, etc.)
• Administrative tools for setting up ratings and evaluation templates
• Electronic storage of evaluations
• Employee and management views to historical and in-process evaluations
• Easily import the full Danielson rubric and rating scales
• Management processing tool to create evaluations individually or in mass
• Manager and staff workflows
• Send evaluations to teachers for reflection and route back to supervisors via Campus Process Inbox
• Supervisor and staff reflections
• Tracking of in-process evaluations
• Tracking of observation information

For more information contact Sales at 800.850.2335 or sales@infinitecampus.com.